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Crossserial dependencies in natural languages are structures where the dependency links of two
groups of words are crossed in some way. For example the SwissGerman subordinate clause (1)
has the house as an argument of paint while Hans is an argument of help (the colours mark de
pendencies between the verbs and the NPs). Therefore the dependency links are crossed. Because
SwissGerman can have a principally unbounded number of crossed dependencies and the objects
of the verbs are always marked by their case, SwissGerman can not be modelled by a contextfree
grammar (Shieber, 1985). An example of such a crossserial verbend cluster in the Saarland di
alect would be (2). One can see all the dependency arrows being crossed. Dutch (Bresnan et al.,
1982) and Luxembourgish (Zwart, 2005) are two other languages known to have crossserial de
pendencies. Standard German always has to have the verbs at the end of a subordinate clause to be
in the opposite order of the objects preceding them and therefore never has crossingdependencies.
Other German dialects like Swabian and some forms of Bavarian can have verb orders which do
not have classical crossed dependencies, but differ from the standard nonetheless (Zwart, 2005). In
those dialects the least embedded verb can cross its dependencies with all other verbs by appearing
first after the object cluster, but the other verbs occur in the order that is typical for HighGerman
(similar to Example 3). Note that only the first arrow is crossed with the others and the blue and
green arrow do not interact, just like in a typical Standard German verbend cluster.
In my Bachelor’s thesis I conducted a study to investigate the existence of crossserial dependencies
and similar structures in the Saarland dialects. The results of the study indicate that both main
dialects of the Saarland region are more accepting of nonstandard word orders. Both, crossserial
dependencies and the Bavarian/Swabian word orders were accepted more readily in the Saarland
region than by a control group of Standard German speakers.
In a follow up study to this Bachelor’s thesis we want to explore a few more aspects of the problem:
Do speakers of other German dialects (Luxembourgish, Zürich Swiss German, Swabian, Bavarian)
rate the nonstandard word orders in a similar range as the speakers of the Saarland dialects? Using
the findings by Kasper and Pheiff (2018), we should be able to use Standard German stimuli for
most of the different dialectal regions. The original study in the Bachelor’s thesis used recorded
stimuli, which is not feasible for a broader more heterogenerous audience.
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Do dialect speakers of the Saarland region and possibly other dialect speakers accept different word
orders as well as the ones looked at in the original study? If not, can those structures be interpreted
by the participants at all? More structures being accepted would indicate that general scrambling
of the verbs in verbend clusters is acceptable in the dialect.
Including Luxembourgish participants would be especially interesting, since the transition from
the extreme boundaries of Moselle Franconian inside Germany to Luxembourgish should be rather
soft.
(1)

...mer em Hans es Huus
hälfed
aastriiche.
...we HansDAT the houseACC helped1PL paintINF
...mer

em Hans

es Huus

hälfed

aastriche

”...we helped Hans paint the house.”
(2)

...mir
die Kinner
em Hans es Haus
losse hälfe
anstreiche.
...weNOM the childrenACC HansDAT the houseACC let1PL helpINF paintINF
...mir

die Kinner

em Hans

es Haus

losse

hälfe

anstreiche

”...we let the children help Hans paint the house.”
(3)

...mir
die Kinner
em Hans es Haus
losse anstreiche hälfe.
...weNOM the childrenACC HansDAT the houseACC let1PL paintINF helpINF
...mir

die Kinner

em Hans

es Haus

losse

anstreiche

hälfe

”...we let the children help Hans paint the house.”
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